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Figure 1: Given an image fragment with albedo-shading decomposition
(left, albedo is omitted in this illustration), we build a coarse shape from
contour; we then derive two shading detail layers (detail 1 and detail 2)
from the shading image and the coarse shape (middle). Our approximate
shading model reshades the object under new illumination and produce a
new shading on the right. Notice the change in both gross shading (new
lighting from above) and the surface detail. The detail images are rescaled
for visualization.

An important task of image composition is to take an existing image frag-
ment and insert it into another scene. This approach is appling because 3D
models are difficult to build, and image fragments carry real texture and ma-
terial effects that achieve realism in a data-driven manner. Pure image-based
composition methods (e.g., [1, 9]) rely on artist’s discretion to choose source
image fragments are that have compatible shading with the target scene. A
relighting method would largely expand the range of images to compos-
ite with. However, it requires known shape and material of the source ob-
ject. Estimating these from single image fragment is a very challenging task.
State-of-the-art algorithms, such as the SIRFS method of Barron et al. [2],
still produce weak shapes and do not work well for complex materials on
real data. Is there a compromise between the two spaces?

We propose such an approach by exploiting an approximate shading
model. The model circumvents the shape from shading problem, yet it is
flexible and can adapt to various target scene lighting conditions.

The model is inspired by two lines of work. First, it is not currently
possible to produce veridical reconstructions from single images; but stud-
ies show the human visual system is tolerant of renderings that are not
physical [4, 8]. Our model attempts to exploit this fact to conceal weak
reconstructions, following the spirit of work in material editing [6] and il-
lumination estimation [5]. Second, illumination cone theory [3] suggests an
accurate shading can be expressed as a linear combination of a few com-
ponents. Our method decomposes shading into 3 components - a smooth
component captured by a coarse shape h, and two shading detail layers:
parametric residual Sp and geometric detail Sg. A new shading is expressed
as the coarse shading plus a weighted combination of the two detail layers:

S(h,Sp,Sg) = shade(h,L),+wpSp +wgSg (1)

where L is (new) illumination, wp and wg are scalar weights (Fig. 1).
The coarse shape produces a smoothing shading that captures direc-

tional and coarse-scale illumination effects that are critical for perceptual
consistency. The shape is reconstruction based on contour constraints (shape
from contour), which is stable and robust to generic views. The two detail
layers account for visual complexity. The parametric residual Sp is residual
of fragment shading estimate (recovered from image by color Retinex) and
a parametric shading image, which is the shading of the coarse shape by
a parametric illumination fit to the shading estimate. The geometric detail
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Figure 2: Given an existing 3D scene (left), our method builds approximate
object models from image fragments (two teapots and an ostrich) and inserts
them in the scene (right). Lighting and shadowing of the inserted objects ap-
pear consistent with the rest of the scene. Our method also captures complex
reflection (front teapot), refraction (back teapot) and depth-of-field of effects
(ostrich). None of these rendering effects can be achieved by image-based
editing tools, while our hybrid approach avoids the pain of accurate 3D or
material modeling. 3D scene modeling credit to: Jason Clarke.

is computed by a patch-based filter introduced in Liao et al. [7]. The two
detail layers encode mid and high frequencies of the shading left out by the
smooth shading respectively. Intuitively, the mid frequency shading detail
corresponds to object-level features (silhouettes, creases and folds, etc.), and
the high frequency shading detail correspond to material property. Notice
the image-based composition in the shading model is not physically-based.
In practice, however, it yields remarkably good results.

With this approximate shading model, we build an object relighting sys-
tem that allows an artist to select an object from an image and insert it into
a target scene. The target scene can be existing 3D scene, or built from an
image. The artist then selects an object model and places into the scene.
Though rendering and detail composition, the system can adjust illumina-
tion on the inserted object so that it appears as it belongs in the scene (Fig. 2).
Our quantitative evaluation and extensive user study suggest our method is
a promising alternative to existing methods of object insertion.
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